
Our company is hiring for a sales accounts manager. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for sales accounts manager

Achieves assigned quotas by managing assigned accounts and evaluating
needs including, but not limited to, product, price, contracts, training
requirements, and reporting
Monitor threats from competitors, wholesale and retail pricing trends,
margins and product line to ensure competitive edge within the assigned
channel
Understand how Sales Navigator can be used by our customers and make
compelling recommendations for additional investments in LinkedIn
Understand where the regional opportunity exists in each account and work
closely with your Relationship Manager to coordinate a strategy for
expanding the account
Coordinate and delegate a cross-functional team of subject matter experts
and other sales professionals to support your accounts
Plan out your activities and meetings to ensure you are focused on your
largest opportunities
Drive engagements at the CXO level with Line of Business Leaders across
complex organizations
Responsible for the overall sales goal of a defined market segment
Lead sales teams to drive consistent business performance and YoY growth
Attract, develop, and retain top sales team talent

Qualifications for sales accounts manager

Example of Sales Accounts Manager Job Description
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Experience of sales or senior account relationship management with hands-on
experience selling and marketing conceptual products or services to
sophisticated clients
Demonstrated ability to manage, mentor and coach team to success
Requires use of home office
Extensive strategic development and deployment of the organizational sales
strategy best practices methodologies that demonstrate NICEActimize’s
extensive capabilities as an advanced solution provider
Master a deep understanding of the qualitative strategies and initiatives of
the NICEActimize sales team, including an understanding of the performance
metrics or KPIs that will be used to measure the success of execution
Confidently speak in great detail regarding all of NICEActimize’s mature
products while working in deep collaboration when necessary with the
functional, industry or technical partners


